Abstract-Gaussian processes constitute a very powerful and well-understood method for non-parametric regression and classification. In the classical framework, the training data consists of deterministic vector-valued inputs and the corresponding (noisy) measurements whose joint distribution is assumed to be Gaussian. In many practical applications, however, the inputs are either noisy, i.e., each input is a vector-valued sample from an unknown probability distribution, or the probability distributions are the inputs. In this paper, we address Gaussian process regression with inputs given in form of probability distributions and propose a framework that is based on distances between such inputs. To this end, we review different admissible distance measures and provide a numerical example that demonstrates our framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of learning a regression or classification function given a training dataset can be addressed by either a parametric or a nonparametric approach. In the parametric approach, the designer selects a function model, e.g., a linear function or a neural network, and optimizes a single set of parameters of the model such that the model fits the training data. In many cases, choosing the model before the data is available leads to poor performance. A natural approach in this case would be to increase the number of function parameters. However, this step bears the risk of overfitting, where the performance on the training data becomes very good but the results for the test data are very poor. In nonparametric learning, the designer still has to choose a model family. But instead of having a single fixed set of parameters, the number of parameters either grows with the data or there are infinitely many parameter sets with an assigned probability distribution [1] . The methods from the latter class are referred to as Bayesian.
Gaussian Processes (GPs) constitute a special class of Bayesian nonparametric methods where the probability distribution of the model parameters, and the probability distribution of the measurements given the inputs and the parameters are Gaussian [2] . Moreover, the mean and the covariance of the Gaussian of the outputs are functions of the inputs. However, the classical GP formulation does not provide a consistent way to address problems where the inputs are noisy, i.e., vectorvalued samples drawn from unknown underlying probability distributions, or the inputs are the probability distributions themselves. Consider for example the following scenarios. We wish to learn a model of a temperature distribution on a plane based on noisy temperature measurements collected using a mobile robot. In the first scenario, the robot can measure its position, however, these position measurements are corrupted by noise. Thus, the inputs to the GP that is used to learn the temperature distribution are noisy vectors. Now, assume that the robot uses the position measurements or measurements from, e.g., an inertial measurement unit or landmark measurements in order to estimate its position. The position estimates given in form of probability distributions then serve as the inputs to the GP 1 . This scenario is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The distinction between the two described input classes (noisy inputs and probability distributions) is very important. In the case of noisy inputs, the input to the GP is still a vector although its value does not correspond to the value of the true input that generated the measurement. In the second case, where the input to the GP is a probability distribution, the input is a function, i.e., an infinite-dimensional quantity, and therefore not admissible to classical GP framework. Of course, one could argue that in case of probability distributions provided as inputs it is possible to use, e.g., the means as the inputs GP. However, by doing so, we lose information about the uncertainty. Furthermore, the mean may not be the appropriate input representation, e.g., if the probability distribution is multimodal.
In this paper, we address GPs whose inputs are probability distributions and propose a framework that is based on distances between probability distributions. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we give a brief introduction to the classical GP framework with deterministic inputs, discuss approaches to GPs with probability distributions as inputs, and summarize the contribution of the paper. In Sec. II, we present a new framework for GPs that are defined over distances between probability distributions and review different admissible distance measures in Sec. III. A numerical example demonstrates the proposed framework in Sec. IV and Sec. V concludes the paper.
A. Gaussian Processes with Deterministic Inputs
In what follows, we give a brief introduction to GPs with deterministic inputs. For a much more thorough introduction, the interested reader is referred to [2] .
Consider the measurement model
where y ∈ R denotes the measurement, x ∈ R n the input vector, and ν is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 ν . The measurement function a(·) is not known. However, we assume that given a finite set of inputs x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , N ∈ N, the corresponding measurements y i and every subset thereof are jointly normally distributed. Then, the measurements y i are said to be generated by a GP with mean function m(x) = E {a(x)} and covariance function k(
that depends on the parameters w ∈ R m . We then write
where Σ is referred to as the kernel of the GP.
Given a training set (X, y), where X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } and y = {y 1,...,y N }, the goal is to predict the output y * at a test input x * . For the probability density function (pdf) of y * , the so-called predictive density of y * , it holds
where p(w|X, y) is the posterior (Gaussian) pdf of the parameters w given the training data (X, y) and the parameter prior p 0 (w). The parameters w of a GP are also referred to as the hyperparameters. If we do not have the prior p 0 (w), the hyperparameters w can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood p(y|X, w) with respect to w.
Since all involved pdfs are assumed to be Gaussian, the prediction of y * at x * is determined by the mean µ * and covariance σ 2 * that are given by
Please note that although (2) has a quite simple formulation, its evaluation can be computationally intense if the set of training data and/or the dimension of the inputs are large.
B. Gaussian Processes over Probability Distributions
So far, the input x * was assumed to be deterministic. As motivated above, many real-world applications of GPs and also the nonparametric (Bayesian) methods require to be able to deal with inputs provided in form of probability distributions. A general treatment of such inputs in Bayesian nonparametric methods is discussed in [3] .
In the context of GPs, the foundation for consideration of probability distributions as inputs was laid in [4] where it was applied to prediction of time series. In this work, the authors considered the case where the training inputs x were deterministic vectors and the test inputs were normal distributions. By doing so, the training of the GP can be performed by standard means, while the predictive density of the output y * for an input provided in form of a probability distribution d * = p * (x) ∈ R n can be computed according to
where p(y * |x, X, y) is Gaussian as defined in Sec. I-A. The authors of [4] further argue that an analytical evaluation of the integral in (3) is generally not tractable because p(y * |x, w) is a complicated function of x. For this reason, they propose two approximation schemes. In the first scheme, only the mean and covariance of the predictive density are computed under the assumption that the probability distributions that are provided as inputs are Gaussian and the covariance function is the Squared Exponential (SE) covariance function [2] . For this case, an approximate expression for the mean and the variance of the predictive density is provided in [4] . The exact solution can be found in [5] (see also [6] , [7] , [8] ). The second approximation scheme consists in solving (3) using a Monte-Carlo approach according to
where x t are samples drawn from d * . In order to remain in the framework of GPs, i.e., in order to have Gaussian predictive densities, only the mean and covariance of (4) are maintained.
Another application of the first approximation method is considered in [9] , where it is applied to stabilization of a nonlinear system. Here, not only the test inputs but also the training inputs are assumed to be Gaussian pdfs, i.e., the training data now becomes (D, y) = {(d 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (d N , y N )} and the predictive density of y * given the probability distribution d * = p * (x) is given by
In [9] , the problem of training the GP model and making predictions is addressed by introducing the mean covariance function
For this reason, we will refer to GPs constructed using the approach from [9] as mean-kernel GPs. As a special case, the authors of [9] consider the SE covariance function and provide an analytical expression for (6) (recall that the input distributions are assumed to be Gaussian). However, it is pointed out that estimating the hyperparameters of the GP using the maximum likelihood approach is not trivial because of the many local maxima of the log-likelihood log p(y|X, w). To avoid this issue, the authors propose to apply the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) approach by defining a (Gaussian) prior for the hyperparameters.
A different approach to training and predicting with Gaussian inputs was presented in [10] . The authors propose to use a Taylor expansion of the measurement model
n is the Gaussian input noise and ν y ∈ R the Gaussian measurement noise. Although the derivatives in the expansion are again GPs [11] and the first and the second derivatives can be calculated in closed form, an exact evaluation is computationally inefficient. For this reason, the authors propose to apply approximations. This allows to derive a linear model for the input noise. However, the training of the GP for this (approximate) linear model is still non-trivial and requires further approximations.
Finally, another method that allows to use GPs with Gaussian inputs and its application to predictions with localization uncertainty is considered in [12] . The authors address the problem by two approaches: the Monte-Carlo and the Laplace approximations. While the Monte-Carlo approximation is standard, the application of the Laplace approximation in the context of GPs is new. The Laplace approximation is used to compute an approximation of the integral in (5). However, the evaluation of the Laplace approximation [13] is computationally intense. Therefore, the authors propose further approximations.
C. Contribution
As we have seen, considering GPs with probability distributions as inputs is non-trivial and each existing approach has its disadvantages. First of all, the reviewed approaches consider only inputs that are Gaussian. But, this limitation can be avoided by using the Monte-Carlo approach and maintaining only the first and the second moments for the prediction, which implicitly approximates the output density with a Gaussian. Then, although the approach from [4] is efficient, it does not allow for probability distributions as training inputs, while learning of the GP parameters of the method from [9] is not simple even in the considered case of Gaussian distributions as training and test inputs. The approach from [10] has to make approximations both in the measurement model and the learning of the GP parameters. Finally, [12] has also to make approximations in order to solve (5) and an additional approximation to reduce the computational cost. For this reasons, we propose a novel framework for Gaussian Processes with inputs provided in form of probability distributions that defines the covariance function directly in the space of (arbitrary) probability distributions. Furthermore, our approach is not limited to a specific family of probability distributions such as Gaussians. Moreover, it even allows to incorporate both continuous and Dirac probability distributions, i.e., discrete distributions over a continuous covariance function expression domain, into the same GP. Finally, the Gaussian property of the predictive density is implicitly ensured by construction and does not involve approximations.
II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the proposed framework. As outlined above, the main notion of our framework consists in defining the covariance function of the GP directly in the space of probability distributions. The proposed approach primarily applies to stationary covariance functions, i.e., covariance functions that are defined over the distances between the inputs. However, we also discuss how non-stationary covariance functions can be implemented within the proposed framework.
A. Stationary Covariance Functions
To address the issue of GP inputs provided in form of probability distributions, we propose to use stationary covariance functions that take the distance between two probability distributions as the argument. As a motivation for this approach, consider for example the classical isotropic SE covariance function
defined for deterministic inputs x i and x j , where α, l ∈ R are the hyperparameters. Here, the quadratic term (x i − x j ) (x i − x j ) corresponds to the squared Euclidean distance between x i and x j . Now, instead of the vector-valued inputs x i and x j , let the inputs be probability distributions d i and d j . Then, we can redefine the SE covariance function according to
where d(d i , d j ) denotes any admissible distance measure between the input densities d i and d j . The proposed design approach can be applied to any stationary covariance function. Table I provides a small overview of selected stationary covariance functions from [2] redefined in terms of the distance between probability distributions. A discussion of a set of selected admissible distance measures between probability distributions is given given in Sec. III.
Please note that the choice of stationary covariance functions defined over distances of probability distribution as the main basis of the proposed framework is justifiable because the space of probability distributions is not ordered or partially ordered. Therefore, non-stationary covariance function with absolute positions in the underlying space may not be necessary. Nevertheless, we discuss a method how such covariance functions still can be incorporated in the proposed framework in Sec. II-B.
It is worth noting that our approach somewhat resembles the approach from [9] that uses the mean covariance function (6) . However, in the method from [9] it is necessary to compute the integrals in (6) in each iteration step of the optimization problem that is solved in order to determine the hyperparameters. In the proposed approach however, the computation of the distances between the input densities is independent of the hyperparameters and only has to be performed once. Moreover, the estimation of the hyperparameters remains the same as in the classical GP framework.
B. Non-stationary Covariance Functions
A direct usage of non-stationary covariance functions is not possible within the presented framework. Hence, we propose the following workaround. According to [2] , it is possible to construct new covariance functions from existing ones using operations such as addition, multiplication, convolution, tensor product, etc. For construction of GPs with probability distributions provided as inputs and non-stationary covariance functions, we thus propose to combine stationary covariance functions with non-stationary functions that operate, e.g., on the means or the modes of the probability distributions provided as inputs. For example, the covariance function constructed from a linear function and the SE function according to
is admissible, where Σ d is a matrix of hyperparameters and the expectations are computed with respect to d i and d j . More possible candidates for construction of non-stationary covariance functions can be found in [2] .
III. DISTANCE MEASURES FOR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we provide a small, not necessarily complete overview of distance measures between multivariate probability distributions that can be used in the proposed framework. In particular, we analyze the following distances
• total variation and L P distance, • Hellinger distance, • Jensen-Shannon divergence, • Wasserstein/OSPA distance, and • modified Cramér-von Mises distance.
A more thorough review of distance measures for probability distributions can be found, e.g., in [14] . In what follows, we not only present the distances listed above but also point out the classes of probability distributions that can be compared using the presented distances, i.e., whether the measures can be used to compute the distance between two continuous distributions, two Dirac mixture distributions, or a continuous and a Dirac mixture probability distribution. A Dirac mixture or particle distribution with m components is given by
where 0 < w i ≤ 1 are the weights with m i=1 w i = 1 and x i are the positions of the Dirac components. Such densities are very important, e.g., in robotics and nonlinear filtering.
1) Total Variation and L p Distance:
The total variation distance [14] of two continuous probability distributions f and g with respect to a measure µ is defined according to
If we set dµ(x) = dx, we obtain the L p distance between f and g. Both these distance measures are defined only for two continuous distributions.
2) Hellinger Distance:
The Hellinger distance between two continuous probability distributions f and g is given by
For this distance, it holds 0 ≤ d(f, g) ≤ 1. Therefore, it is less suitable for application in the proposed framework compared to other distances that are unbounded. Furthermore, there is no counterpart of the Hellinger distance for two Dirac distributions or a continuous and a Dirac distribution.
3) Jensen-Shannon Divergence:
The Jensen-Shannon divergence that was introduced in [15] is a symmetric version of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [16] . For the continuous probability distributions f and g, it can be computed according to
where p(x) = (f (x) + g(x))/2. Comparison of two Dirac distributions or a continuous and a Dirac distributions is not possible with this measure.
4) Wasserstein/OSPA Distance:
For the Wasserstein distance [17] of two continuous probability distributions f and g, it holds
where d e (x, y) is the Euclidean distance between the vectors x and y, and h(x, y) is a joint distribution whose marginals are f (x) and g(y), i.e., it holds h(x, y) dy = f (x) and h(x, y) dx = g(y).
The analog of the Wasserstein distance between continuous distributions for two Dirac distributions with equal numbers of components, also referred to as the Optimal MAss Transfer (OMAT) metric [18] , is presented in [19] . For the special case of m equally weighted Diracs, it holds
where Π is the set of all possible assignments between the Diracs from the two distributions. An extension of the Wasserstein distance to Dirac distributions with different numbers of components is presented in [18] , where it is referred to as the Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) metric.
Please note that the Wasserstein metric is generally intractable for continuous distributions, because the infimum has to be taken over all possible joint distributions h. Furthermore, the OMAT distance may not be efficiently computable for Dirac distributions with large numbers of components because it requires the solution of a linear assignment problem.
5) Modified Cramér-von Mises Distance:
The distance metrics for probability distributions presented so far are either limited to the same probability distribution class and cannot be used to compute the distance between a continuous and a Dirac distribution, or are intractable (Wasserstein distance for continuous distributions). For this reason, we propose to use the modified Cramér-von Mises distance (mCvMd) [20] , [21] .
In order to present the mCvMd between two arbitrary ndimensional probability distributions f and g, we first introduce the notion of the Localized Cumulative Distribution F (m, b) of f according to
Then, the mCvMd of f and g can be calculated according to
where G(m, b) is the LCD of g(x) and w(b) is a weighting function with
and b max is a large positive constant.
According to [22] , the mCvMd for two Dirac distributions f and g with samples at x 
with c b = log 4b 2 max − Γ and
where
A more thorough discussion of the mCvMd can be found in [23] .
where µ x is the mean of x and σ 2 x its variance, and a slightly modified version of the Rosenbrock function
where we set x 1 = µ x , x 2 = σ 
The functions v 1 (µ, σ) and v 2 (µ, σ) are depicted in Fig. 2 . In this section, we demonstrate the proposed framework applied to regression of two functions, a simple quadratic function
In particular, we proceed as follows. First, we draw 200 Gaussians for training from the considered range by drawing a mean and a variance and compute the outputs for each distribution using v 1 (µ, σ) or v 2 (µ, σ), respectively. The sampled Gaussians are depicted in Fig. 3 , where each point represents a Gaussian with its corresponding mean and variance. For the simulation, we chose to represent the inputs to the GP as Dirac mixture distribution in order to include the GP constructed using the proposed framework with the Wasserstein distance. For this reason, we draw samples from the training Gaussians that are then used as inputs to the GP, i.e., each input is a set of samples drawn from one of the Gaussians that are used for training. The 10 samples from the Gaussians are drawn deterministically using the method from [21] . In summary, the training data for the GP consists of 200 setsà 10 samples and a function value for each sample set. We use this training data in order to train a GP that is based on the mean kernel [9] (here we used the original sampled mean and variances of the Gaussians), and two GPs designed according to the proposed framework, where one GP uses the mCvMd and the other the Wasserstein distance.
The simulation results can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 that depict the quadratic errors of the regressions of the quadratic function v 1 (µ, σ) and the Rosenbrock function v 2 (µ, σ). Some of the figures have been cropped due to relatively large errors on the boundaries. In Fig. 4 , it can be seen that the quadratic function v 1 (µ, σ) can be approximated well by all three GPs, whereas the GP based on the mean kernel slightly outperforms the GP designed with the proposed framework that uses the mCvMd. The GP based on the Wasserstein distance performs worst but its performance is still comparable with the two other GPs.
In the scenario where we analyze the approximation of the Rosenbrock function v 2 (µ, σ) (Fig. 5) , the GP based on the mCvMd performs best and the GP based on the Wasserstein distance is only slightly worse. However, as in the regression of the quadratic function, the performance of the GP based on the Wasserstein distance is bad on the boundaries. For this reason, we suggest to use the mCvMd rather than the Wasserstein distance in the proposed framework. The mean-kernel GP [9] performs much worse than the GPs designed using the proposed distance-based framework. This is probably due to the wrong estimation of the hyperparameters that was performed using the maximum likelihood approach. From this issue, we may conclude that our framework is much more convenient in practice because the estimation of the hyperparameters is the same as in the classical GP framework with deterministic vectorvalued inputs and therefore no prior is required. Furthermore, the estimation of the hyperparameters for the GP constructed according to our framework is faster because the distances between probability distributions that are provided as inputs are independent of the hyperparameters. On the other hand, the integrals in (6) have to be evaluated in each iteration step of the optimization algorithm that estimates the hyperparameters of the mean-kernel GP from [9] .
A reference implementation of the proposed algorithm is available on GitHub [24] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a framework for GPs, where the inputs are provided in form of probability distributions. The main notion of the proposed framework is to use stationary covariance functions that take the distances between the input probability distributions as arguments. We further discussed how it is possible to construct GPs with non-stationary kernels and compared several admissible distance measures. The proposed framework has the advantage that it can operate with arbitrary probability distributions if the appropriate distance measure is chosen. Moreover, we are able to construct GPs whose inputs contain continuous probability distributions and probability distributions represented using particles. In our numerical example, we compared our approach with an existing state-ofthe-art method that is based on the notion of the mean kernel. The approximation quality of the GPs designed according to our framework was good for the considered quadratic and the Rosenbrock functions. Especially the GP based on the mCvMd performed well. In regression of the Rosenbrock function, our framework outperformed the mean-kernel approach from [9] . 
